In this article
we make use of the dual integral equations formulation to study the effects of fringing fields on the capacitance of a circular mierostrip disk, We first derive an asymptotic lower bmmd for the capwitance reducible to that obtained by Polya and Szego [3] in the limit of free space. W@ then evaluate with a nurnmical method the capacitance for small plate soparati~n, For practical usage, we also obtain, with a seminumetioal approach, an approximat~formula for the capacitan~e of the microstrip disk. The various techniques ar~compared and illustrated with various nummimd results, 11 . 1% RMUTATKMJ m ASYMPTOTICRESULT Consider a circular miwostrip disk with radius a at th potential of v and separated from the ground phmo by a dielectric substrate with relative pcm-nittivity c, and thickness d (Fig, 1) . The mixed boundary value problem has been formulated in terms of dual integral equations [7] , [9] Tranter [11] assumed that
Substituting (4) 
Furthermore, by integrating the charge density in (5), it can be shown [3], [9] that the capacitance of the disk is (7) To find a small d approximation for Amn, we rewrite it as [11] 'm" -(2!%) + 'm where tlm~is the Kronecker delta function and -1-- 
and A is an arbitrary complex constant. We note that the part in the curly bracket of Cm. consists of a sinusoidal term plus a term of O(a '9) when a+ OC,Thus the contribution to the integral comes from around a =s0. h view of (11), we can write Cm. as
Both of the above integrals converge. 
loo ISL?R TRANSACTIONS ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, VOL. MIT-28, NO. 2, FRRRUARY 1980 It cm be shown [12, p, 692] that Appendix A. Hence from (12) we find f-%..)
?? aer
where +(x) is the psi (digama) function, Using the recurrence relation of~(x), the above approximation can be reduced to Also, it can be shown that
Therefore, we conclude that where y is the Euler's constant. Next, we shall evaluate the second integral of B~fl. By making use of (9), it can be rewritten as bcnmd of the dielectric case differs from the free space GRS@ by a t$rm which can be shown to bs almost a linear function in~, (Fig, 2) , Thk leads us to believe that the furwticm 
1)
+ ; (0.268e, + 1.65) .
We note that the first term is equal to the capacitance by ignoring fringing fields, For the terms acwxmting for tlm fringing field effects, the logarithmic tmn is duo to the field emanating from charges at the top surface of the disk and is therefore indepmdent of er, The remaining higher order tmrns are mainly ths results of fringing field effects at ths edge of the disk which are seen to depend on both e, and d/ra.
V. CO~~LUSIQ~S
We Normalized capacltancoas a function of d/a for E,= 1. [2]
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